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Letter from the Chairman of UCP 
 
Dear Shareholder 
 
I am writing to give you a further update on the affairs of UCP following my letter in January and the 

2016/17 Results published in June. 

 

As previously reported the Company’s principal focus is seeking the recovery of amounts totalling 

£15.8 million owed to the Company, which were deposited with Indian financial institutions and not 

repaid as due.  The length of the future life of the Company will be dictated by progress on this and by 

the need to confirm whether any tax is payable in India.  Our view and external advice on the latter 

remains that none is payable.   

 

Some of the following will inevitably repeat what I have said previously, but also includes an update 

on recent progress. 

 

Recovery of Deposits from SREI & Aten:  Losses caused by Nectrus 
 
£15.8 million was the sterling value at the closing in November 2014 of the sale of our principal 

subsidiary Candor to Brookfield, representing UCP’s indirect interest in deposits of INR 1.57 billion, 

placed by two of the project SPVs with Indian financial institutions SREI and Aten (Aten Capital and 

Aten PMS) and which were not repaid as due or when demanded.  The sale and purchase agreement 

for the sale of Candor to Brookfield provided that if this amount of £15.8 million was not repaid by 

closing, as proved to be the case, the amount would be deducted from the Candor sale proceeds, and 

the SPA sets out a mechanism by which the recovery of the deposits was to be pursued and the 

sums recovered ultimately paid to UCP.   

 

The management of the SPVs’ surplus funds deposited, was in the hands of Nectrus, a 100% 

subsidiary of Unitech Limited ( “ Unitech “ ), and the deposits were placed without proper reporting or 

any consent from the Board of UCP ( “ the Board “ ), and in breach of the Board’s Treasury Policy.  

The terms of all the deposits were likewise agreed on behalf of the SPVs by Nectrus, otherwise on its 

advice, direction or under its supervision, without the knowledge or approval of the Board, including 

the provisions for arbitration, which in the case of Aten permitted Aten alone to nominate the 

arbitrator. 

 

The Board believes that the placing of the deposits represented breaches by Nectrus of duties and 

obligations owed to the Company including under the Investment Management Agreement, and 

accordingly the Company withheld £18.2 million from funds otherwise payable to Nectrus pursuant to 



 

the Shareholder distribution in January 2015, being the contemporary estimate of the loss at closing, 

together with interest and the anticipated costs of recovery.  

 

We have applied considerable effort and time, and regrettably therefore cost, in assisting the SPVs in 

the pursuit of the three sets of arbitrations in India, the process of which has revealed much about the 

way Nectrus carried out its role.  We have very recently received the first two sets of awards, and the 

third set is expected in December, in which case we shall have achieved what was anticipated in June 

of having all awards this year. 

 

In the matter of Aten Capital the award is in the relevant SPVs’ favour, and provides that Aten Capital 

is to return the principal amount of INR 3 crores, with interest at 16 plus 2% per annum from 31st May 

2014 until payment ( due within six weeks of the award ) failing which a further 2% is added to the 

interest rate.  That would amount to a total of about INR 4.8 crores which is currently about £560k of 

which UCP is interested in 60%.  In 2015 Aten Capital was required to provide a bank guarantee of 

INR 3.6 crores and that guarantee is in place until 30th November.   

 

The Indian Arbitration Act 1996 provides limited grounds for the challenge of awards, and under the 

Act challenges must be made within a period of approximately three months from the date of the 

award.  This time period will run to January 2018. 

 

In the Arbitration with Aten PM, the Arbitrator has found against the SPVs.  The Arbitrator discounted 

abundant evidence on the unsuitability of investments made, and determined that Aten PM had not 

acted in a manner that was grossly negligent, which was the test to be applied under the relevant 

agreements. While the award is wholly unsatisfactory and there are grounds for challenge, we believe 

that Aten PM has limited accessible assets which would not support a material recovery if the award 

was annulled. We do not propose to invest further time and effort in this.  Nectrus remains 

accountable for advising and/or directing and/or allowing such investments to have been made under 

its supervision.  

 

The third and largest arbitration is with SREI, and as the final written submissions have yet to be 

made I cannot add a detailed commentary.  However, as previously said, SREI claim the existence of 

an alleged verbal agreement, purported to have been kept “ off the record “ even within SREI itself, by 

virtue of which they say they are able to seize monies deposited by the SPVs in satisfaction of sums 

said to be due to them from Unitech or its affiliates.  Even assuming the absence of proper enquiry by 

SREI at the time the deposits were made in 2012 as to whom they were dealing with, SREI have 

been on notice since 2014, at the very latest, via writing from me, that this Company not Unitech was 

and has always been the majority shareholder of the SPVs.  If SREI’s claim is correct, it would 

amount simply to Unitech, through its 100% subsidiary Nectrus, having pledged the SPVs’ monies as 

security for its own borrowings. 



 

Legal Actions with Nectrus 

 

The first distribution to shareholders was made in January 2015.  Although it was unknown to UCP at 

the time, Nectrus commenced proceedings in Cyprus in May 2015 claiming the withheld distribution, 

however it did not serve those proceedings on the Company until 11 months later in April 2016.  On 

the back of this Cypriot action Nectrus sought to commence proceedings in India for an injunction 

against UCP and other parties.  Subsequently Nectrus abandoned the Cyprus proceedings and was 

ordered to pay the Company’s costs, which has not been done.  Now, having commenced a further 

claim in the Manx Courts, it is seeking the approval of the Indian Courts to substitute the Isle of Man 

action for the Cypiot action as the foundation for the injunction applied for in India.   

 

We have been preparing for a significant time a claim against Nectrus under the Investment 

Management Agreement and have delayed commencing this while seeking to mitigate UCP’s loss 

through the SPVs’ arbitration processes, the outcomes of which help to define UCP’s ultimate losses.  

This action has now been commenced in London in the Commercial Court.   

 

Financial Update 
 
In the six months to September 2017, the Company incurred costs amounting to £1.8 million, of which 

£1.5 million were the legal costs associated with the various actions described above.  These costs 

will form part of the claim against Nectrus as appropriate.  

At 30 September 2017, the Company held cash balances of £21.9 million. 

 
Indian Tax 
 
In calculating the amount available for the initial distribution to shareholders in January 2015 we 

reserved an amount of £4 million for any potential tax liability in India.  We were advised to make a tax 

return in India, in probably an abundance of caution, and this was made in September 2015.  There 

has been no substantive response from the Tax Authorities, and we continue to be advised that no 

tax will be payable. 

 

EGM to revise the Articles 
 
The Articles provide that the winding up of UCP should commence by 31st December 2017.  The 

actions we have been taking since the beginning of 2015 are those which would be undertaken by a 

liquidator i.e. to establish the Company’s assets and liabilities, and to gather in the former and 

discharge the latter.  We are advised that strictly we should seek to revise the Articles to defer the 



 

obligation to commence a winding up process, and accordingly are calling an EGM to defer the date 

by two years to 31st December 2019.  We propose no other changes, and will be continuing to do 

exactly what has been done and planned to date.  The EGM papers are attached, and the Board 

strongly recommends that you support the single resolution. 
 
Results to 31st March 2018 
 
We anticipate the Full Year Results including Audited Financial Statements will be published not later 

than July 2018, and I will write to you again before that with any significant information. 

 

Donald Lake  

Chairman 

UCP 

 

6 November 2017 

 
 


